The complete “package” library for Colleges and Universities presenting an American Studies Program is now being prepared for delivery. Beginning with the 1493 Epistola of Columbus, the currently available Bibliography includes all pertinent material dated through 1876.

Books — and the fields covered — have been selected by our American Studies Association Committee of Howard H. Peckham, William L. Clements Library; Louis B. Wright, Folger Library; Stanley Pargellis, Newberry Library; Robert Land, Library of Congress; George R. Taylor, Amherst College; H. Dan Piper, California Institute of Technology; and Clyde Walton, State University of Iowa Libraries.

Only books not readily available are presented on film, although all pertinent titles are included in the Bibliography. Microfilm positives will be delivered at the rate of 100,000 pages per year — beginning in early 1957 — for a subscription fee of $500.00 and the complete series will consist of 500,000 to 600,000 pages.

Orders and inquiries should be directed to:

UNIVERSITY MICROFILMS
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN

Please mention C & R L when corresponding with its advertisers.
FOR THE YOUNGER
SET .............

LIBRARY COMFORT

We at Sjöström of Philadelphia know that Johnny and Jane can and like to read. That's why our "New Life" library furniture includes quality-comfort juvenile items of inherent beauty, seen here at San Diego Public Library.

John E. Sjöström Company, Inc.
1717 NORTH TENTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA 22, PA.

Please mention C & R L when corresponding with its advertisers.
EVERYBODY NEEDS MORE THAN

TV

RADIO

NEWSPAPERS

TO UNDERSTAND TODAY'S NEWS

Subscribe to

The Reference Shelf

Only $8.00 for six bound volumes a year on topics in the news. ($2.00 for each volume bought separately. Foreign prices are $10.00 for annual subscription or $2.00 each). Recommended for speech, English, government, and political science courses.

Titles for 1956 are:

• Immigration and the U.S.
• Community Planning
• The Middle East in the Cold War
• Juvenile Delinquency
• The Government & the Farmer
• Representative American Speeches: 1955-56

© Stivers

ORDER FROM:
THE H. W. WILSON COMPANY
950 University Avenue, New York 52, N.Y.

Please mention C & R L when corresponding with its advertisers.
Shown here are just two of the many wonderful new ideas you’ll find in the helpful four page “New Ideas” folder offered by Library Bureau, Remington Rand. Ideas to prove valuable in your library planning . . . ideas to improve your present service. The Steel Study Carrel and Stack Storage Locker illustrated are especially adaptable for college and research libraries. Sturdily built and finished in GRAY-RITE enamel, they blend harmoniously with all decorative colors. The Steel Study Carrel may be freestanding or installed in a single or multi-tier stack. Stack Storage Lockers are adjustable to any height and interchangeable in any stack section 3’ wide. There is ample storage for reference material, including a typewriter.

See all the “New Ideas from Library Bureau,” Remington Rand, in folder LB723. Write for your free copy, today!
New Books from The Scarecrow Press

SPEECH INDEX 1935-1955
by Roberta B. Sutton

A much-needed addition to Mrs. Sutton's first SPEECH INDEX which covered the years 1871-1935.

The present volume spans a period of great historical significance and, together with the main work, covers more than three-quarters of a century of vital material.

450 pages, 1956 $8.50

PARAGUAY
by Philip Raine

The author presents in attractive fashion comprehensive pictures of Paraguay's past and gives an excellent analysis of the present political, social, cultural and economic situation of this country. Extensive personal observation as well as ample statistical data.

Excellent annotated bibliography. Highly recommended for libraries.

443 pages, illus., 1956 $8.50

BRITISH RECONSTRUCTION AND AMERICAN POLICY 1945-1955
by William C. Mallalieu

A highly readable book dealing with the great and fundamental policy issues on trade, aid and investment as they affect the present and future prospects of international relations.

An outstanding contribution on a subject about which comparatively little has been written.

223 pages, 1956 $5.00

MATHEMATICAL THEORY OF SAMPLING
by Walter A. Hendricks

Professor Hendricks is a leading authority in his field and is in charge of sampling for the Marketing Section of the U. S. Department of Agriculture.

A valuable contribution to the literature on the subject of sampling. A very useful text.

364 pages, 1956 $7.50

THE FOOD-FINDER
by Rezia Gaunt

A guide to hard-to-find recipes in easy-to-find cookbooks.

This index grew out of the author's personal needs as a librarian and as a home cook when she often wished for a guide to unusual or unfamiliar preparations.

Locates over 2,000 unusual recipes in the recent cookbooks that are available in most medium-size public libraries. Thoroughly indexed.

192 pages, 1956 $4.00

SINGER'S REPERTOIRE
by Berton Coffin
(University of Colorado)

The comprehensive guide to song literature. 752 lists of 7500 songs by composer, title, keys, range and publisher.

The most complete listing and the only multiple index of songs and arias sung in recitals, recordings, broadcasts and telecasts.

A distinct innovation of unquestionable value as well as a new high in song material survey techniques.

839 pages, 1956 $16.00

New Address:
THE SCARECROW PRESS, Inc.
257 Fourth Avenue
New York 10, N. Y.

Please mention C & R L when corresponding with its advertisers.
NEW BOOKS from McGRAW-HILL

Atkisson
BASIC COUNTERPOINT
184 pages, $5.00

Bartholomew
ADVANCED ATLAS OF MODERN GEOGRAPHY
New Third Edition. 168 pages, $11.00

Beckenbach
MODERN MATHEMATICS FOR THE ENGINEER
536 pages, $7.50

Beer & Johnston
MECHANICS FOR ENGINEERS
In press

Belknap
HUMAN PROBLEMS OF A STATE MENTAL HOSPITAL
288 pages, $5.50

Brady & Pottle
BOSWELL IN SEARCH OF A WIFE, 1766-1769
410 pages, $6.00

Buchanan
SHIPS OF STEAM
192 pages, $5.95

Back
ADVANCED CALCULUS
432 pages, $8.50

Bugher, Coursaget & Loutit
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES, Volume I
Series VI—Progress in Nuclear Energy
320 pages, $7.00

Burton
APPLIED METALLURGY FOR ENGINEERS
416 pages, $7.50

Crocker
BETTY CROCKER'S PICTURE COOK BOOK
Revised Edition, I ring-bound, $4.95
Revised Edition, I case-bound, $3.75

Fladager
THE SELLING POWER OF PACKAGING
$3.50

Goldberg
AFL-CIO: LABOR UNITED
336 pages, $5.00

Graham
REHABILITATION LITERATURE (1950-1955)
In press

Gray
COMMON SENSE IN BUSINESS:
A DIGEST OF MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES
In press

Lass
ELEMENTS OF PURE AND APPLIED MATHEMATICS
506 pages, $7.50

McCabe & Smith
UNIT OPERATIONS OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
956 pages, $10.50

Marcus & Levy
PROFITABLE RADIO TROUBLESHOOTING
326 pages, $5.95

Maynard
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING HANDBOOK
1504 pages, $17.50

Murphy
A BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN:
HOW TO SELECT, FINANCE, AND START IT
SUCCESSFULLY
$3.95

Pratt & Pratt
A GUIDE TO EARLY AMERICAN HOMES—NORTH
264 pages, $6.95

Pratt & Pratt
A GUIDE TO EARLY AMERICAN HOMES—SOUTH
240 pages, $6.95

Rowsome & Maguire
TROLLEY CAR TREASURY
$5.95

Sataloff
INDUSTRIAL DEAFNESS
In press

Selekman & Selekan
POWER AND MORALITY IN A BUSINESS SOCIETY
208 pages, $4.00

Slurzberg, Osterheld & Voegtlin
ESSENTIALS OF TELEVISION
704 pages, $8.50

Sneddon
ELEMENTS OF PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
$7.50

Stead & Warren
LOW-FAT COOKERY
200 pages, $3.95

Stibitz & Larrivee
MACHINE COMPUTATION
In press

Troxell & Davis
COMPOSITION AND PROPERTIES OF CONCRETE
448 pages, $7.75

ORDER NOW!
Order now and have the books available during the first days of publication.

McGRAW-HILL BOOK COMPANY, INC.
330 West 42nd Street
New York 36, N. Y.

Please mention C & R L when corresponding with its advertisers.